Let f(d) be a real, even and Lebesgue integrable function; let oo f(ff) ~ (l/2)a 0 + X) a n cos n$. 
1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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OTTO SZÂSZ [October assumption (1) can be replaced by
' \ log (1/0)/' but the proof requires a very difficult Tauberian theorem. Thus the question arose whether Theorem 1 remains true when (1) is replaced by (5).
In partial answer to this question we shall prove the following result. 
We choose ô so that (6) holds for 0 < 6 < 5, and write
We first estimate 2i :
as n -» oo. To any given e>0 we can choose, by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, m 0 (e) so that \j m \ <e for m^m 0 . Then THEOREM III. 7/(5) holds then s n = o (log log n).
The proof is straightforward, using
where we choose ô = 8(e) so that e0 F(0) < for 0 < 0 < 8. J 1/n 0 log 1/0 log 1/8 0 _h < e/log 1/8 + e log log n.
Hence for fixed e and S
A * hm sup S e; n->°o log log n but e is arbitrarily small, thus Ai -o (log log n). Finally then Bi<n<l>(ô). By Theorems II and III we may write \s n \ = €n log log », log v = rj n log », where e" -> 0, rj n -> 0. 
